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Sweet Spot Customer
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Objectives & Explanation

Our goal is to 

- Establish a toolbox as guidance for sales: Selling based on actual and present sweetspot!

- Identifying opportunities and mitigations needed to; 

- Secure the right strategic sweet spot (maintain / enhance / expand - as the external market 

and company strategy changes – the exercise evolves!)

- Ensure capabilities and resources correspond to what we sell and vica versa. Element Logic 

(the whole company) need to be on top of what we (claim to) offer and deliver.

- Ensure future success (capital growth & satisfied customers)

The overlap of identifying customer interests and combining it with 

Element Logics expertise creates our “sweet spot” of service that 

serves the needs of that customer. Our ideal customer is someone 

who gets their exact needs met by our capabilities
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Executive summary

Definition of 
key 
deliverables

Key outcomes 
and decisions

› Excel list to evaluate 

sweetspot based on 

selected metrics

› List of extended expert 

group for next phase

Pre work Voyage 
Phase 2

 Comprehensive excel file, 

characterizing and mapping 

collective knowledge on sweetspot 

based on

 Company profile 

 Buying process 

 Building

 Scope of supply

 AutoStore

❑ EL capabilities 

 Toolbox as guidance for sales, 

basis for internal alignment and 

training and to identify gaps to 

expand the sweetspot and/or 

ensure global/local capabilities.

Key next steps  
and to-does

Next 
6 months

❑ Guidance for Sales

❑ Discussion with wider EL group 

and local entities to further refine 

the sweetspot definition and 

developing it further

❑ We suggest initiatives to 

continue Sweet Spot analysis for 

EL total capabilities.

▪ Element Logic Group 

(incl IT, Finance, P&C)

▪ Each P&L (Local 

Recourses & capabilities / 

Global support)

▪ E2E (R&D, D&C, Delivery, 

Aftermarket)

▪ Industries/segments

2023 & 
onwards

Long-term steps & 
ambition 

Details on next pages

❑ Clear cross-country view of 

sweetspot for Element Logic

❑ Orientation for new employees to 

learn about the market

❑ Common focus/understanding of 

what is existing sweet spot 

❑ Capitalize growth in line with 

strategy
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• Discussions have shown that defining a complete sweetspot is complex and needs to be broken down in 

categories

• Not all metrics we thought as being relevant turn out to be really defining a sweetspot customer

• Best when metrics are open source, quantifiable and serve as identfier for a project or customer

4
09/09/2022

Toolbox
# Characteristics Degree of importance High (5) High-medium (4) Medium (3) Medium-low (2) Low (1)

Customer evaluation 

(score from 1-5, where 5 is a great fit 

and 1 is a low fit)

Description: What to consider to determine a high/low fit and background on characteristic Tip
Mitigating actions to potentially move low-fit 

customer to higher-fit
High segment fit Medium segment fit Low segment fit

1 Company profile 3,6

1.1 Size / Revenue

SMBs where we can 

utilize "Soft 

enablers"

Companies that has 

very high demands 

A-Z (typically large), 

more difficult to 

comply with all 

terms + utilize Soft 

enablers

5

Small companies:

Might not have the properties/revenue/volumes for a good Business Case. What that lowest critical level would be (e.g 

revenue), would highly differ. We should not underestimate the value of creating the relations with small companies. 

E.g in eCom we have numerous examples where we have established a relationship in a very premature phase, but as 

the company has grown – and we have followed – we are in the best position at that point the business case enables an 

investment. Some companies have surely invested purely on strategy to grow, with us/AutoStore to enable that, even 

though the “numbers” does not necessarily qualify. SMBs are often more agile when it comes to decision making. E.g in 

eCom, we are often facing a founder of the company, willing to take risk and investment, eager to grow. Shorter 

decision-pathways. Also often, we have experienced that SMBs goes under the radar of our competitors. Even though 

we also are facing more competition on such cases (increased general competition, including PIO from AutoStore) 

typically the probability of achieving a better relation/position/PDRX is higher for such companies. 

Larger companies: 

Typically having more properties to easier make up a good Business case, often has more bureaucracy, longer and more 

complex decision-processes, higher competition, higher requirements (scope, commercial, legal), potentially then 

more risk and less margins. On the contrary, large companies might as well fit our sweetspot in total, represent more 

potential, e.g Group Key Accont material.

Get to know the company/opportunity as a whole, not only 

"project scope". Think strategy. Organization. Deciscion 

makers etc. Think that many "garage"-companies (typically 

eCom) are your future AS-customer.

We do have some improvement gaps to be even 

more “professional” from A-Z and developing our 

offering (sweetspot) – not only offering/solution, but 

as a company (IT, governance, documentation., E2E 

etc.) How to compete vs PIO?! (Separate strategic 

initiative)

1.2 Growth expectation (Scalability)

Growth companies 

are typically perfect 

matching our offering 

- and at the same 

time especially 

attractive

Less attractive, but 

not a showstopper 

(more a question of 

priority)

5

Growth companies:

The more growth companies expect, typically the more value AutoStore System USPs of flexibility, scalability will be 

worth compared to other technologies will have. Also, we can expect more recurring business for such companies, as 

they would be in need for extentions according to growth. Low  growth does NOT mean that the company is not fit or 

interesting, but rather to identify the future potential. High  growth could also potentially be a challenge if the 

throughput requirements exceed AutoStore capabilites or Element Logic offering.

Of extremely high importance & value. Should thus have 

focus and priority accordingly. 

Increased focus in local market segmentation, e.g 

Identify "garage e-com" early. Plant the seeds early 

and nurture. Focus. Priority. Knowledge - too much 

variation and local differences today.

eCom Large part of our track 

record. A lot of customer success-

stories, and high level of 

competance in the company

1.3 Relation to decision makers

Direct 

contact/realtion with 

deciscion makers

Unclear deciscion 

process or we are far 

away from deciscion 

makers

4

Close to decision maker:

The closer we are to the decision makers, the more ability we have to  to strenghten our position, not only for the 

offering, but use of "soft enablers" 

Far away from decision maker:

The further away we are from the deciscion maker, the more difficult it is to utilize our "soft enablers" capabilites. 

Typically RFQs creates more distance (Filter)  vs the deciscion makers.

Make sure you have know who makes the decisions, and 

consider how you can impact. 

RFQ typically increases the distance to the deciscion 

makers, often with consultants as intermediate 

facilitators (filter). EL needs to improve in RFQ proces

1.4 Buying process / competitive landscape

Direct process vs 

Customer (Non-RFQ), 

non comp. , where 

agility is needed, and 

we can impact the 

propulsion & solution

Competitor(s) has 

engaged before us 

(offer, solution, 

PDRx) or Vaste RFQs

3

If you are first on a project, you obviously have higher likleyhood of succeeding (PDRx, impact the design/solution, 

relationship, use soft factors). Also vaste RFQs (long formal and buraucratice processes, with A-Z requirements (unclear) 

& Champions League competition (# and offering scope)

The earlier you get in touch with the opportunity, preferably 

the first (PDRX), obviously you are in a preferred position. 

Consider to look for the companies that are "unmature" - but 

will mature into being a opportunity. 

Vi må bli bedre på RFQ. Profesjonalisere. 

Standardisere. Bid team. Presentasjoner. Material. 

(Compliancy list. Defalut values. Finne opp hjulet på 

nytt). Kompetansebygging. Kompetanse-team (Hvem 

kan hjelpe til - segment?). Legal. Hver gang vi ikke vet 

/ eller kan svare raskt - så mister man tillit. Kan vi ikke 

svare - (standarder eks) gir deg seg selv. Jobbe med 

relasjon med aktuelle konsulenthus. Jobbe med 

offering hvis vi vil være Champions League vinnere. 

SKal slike prosjekter være sweetspot???? 

Konsekvens?

1.7 Financial properties of company

Financial capabilities 

to invest(company it 

self or 3rd parties 

(financial partner* / 

property owner) 

Not financially solid 

enough
2

Financial solidity:

The opportunity should be financially solid. One of the USP's of AutoStore is of course the possibility to start up "light 

scale" that can reduce the CapEx + OpEx to a "pragmatic start up level", and grow in correlation with the development to 

the company. We can start with a A/B-project - and adding complementary MHE later on (C)- which is not that easy for a 

lot of competitive technologies - as well as competitors sometimes scope the "full blown scope" - that often surpasses 

the capability (and ROI) of the company. We can thus a but more "equipped" to establish a valid Business Case. Depends 

though on both technology (AutoStore or other) and competitors approach.

Investigate early on if have a valid plan for financing.  We 

have facilitated/supported customers in getting financing 

from Norwegian Export Credit. In some markets we also see 

an increased interest from property owners to invest in 

automation as a part of the building/rental agreement. 

Consider alternative financing solutions that Element 

Logic can assist (Ex. Could be Norway Export Credit, 

3rd party investing (Real-estate) or even Element 

Logic (Aas). Standard required process for financial 

approval (Internally)

1.8 Willingness to invest

Willingness is a 

presopposition. 

Impressionable (!)

Lack of willingness 1

Willigness to invest (deciscion makers / influencers)

Is a presupposition. Important question when getting to know the opportunity: 

• How is the industry? 

• How is the company. Owner (founder, PE..). For sales? First adapter? Risk aversion? 

We are in a position where we greatly can affect this willingness. Early contact. We have experienced many examples 

where we have more or less changed the customer from non-willing to willing. Also, most often, TIME is of high 

importance - meaning the RIGHT TIMING. Time matures. Things changes. People change jobs. Comanies change owners. 

Map the customers. Structure. Process. People (Decision 

makers, influencers). Are there anyone involved that is a 

blocker (stakeholder internally or externally; consultant, CFO, 

owner etc) ? Do not present a price without focusing on 

savings. Build Business case. Proove that "it doesn't matter 

how much it costs, the question is how much savings you can 

achieve". Do not focus only on quantitative numbers, but 

qualitative (strategy, practical, ergonomics, quality). So 

consider closely  before stop chasing. Keep the "plowing and 

seeding" to a minimum.

Improve business case templates. Consider 

industry/segment templates/benchmarks

2 Building 3,7

2.1 Brownfield/Greenfield

We can fit most 

buildings, both BF 

and GF. 

"Big bang" 

Greenfield, open for 

"all" competitive 

technology/supplier

s

5

Suitability for Brownfield vs. Greenfield:

EL is suited for both but have typically more advantages on brownfield with respect to other technologies. Flexible 

adaption to whatever layout, pillars, levels, etc. High percentage of warehouses have a very suitable height (up to 11 m) 

Greenfield:

With greenfield , the possibility to build "whatever size and height" can be a challenge, as space might not be considered 

that important,  "any" competitive solution would be possible. Also greenfield  projects are launched early on, most 

often with RFQs as well,  and with a time schedule that open up for "all" solutions and suppliers. Usually, AS-partners 

have the advantage of shorter delivery times.  

Relationship med Real-estate companies. (GF)

2.2
Flexibility 

(how to adapt AS to operations and building)

The more properties 

where flexibilty of AS 

can be used, the 

better. 

The more building is 

open for whatever 

technology / or even 

more fit for other 

tech

4

The more we can utilize AutoStore's flexibility for the layout, the more sweetspot it is:

Because of AutoStores flexible adaption to whatever layout, pillars, levels, the more flexibility required, the more fit 

for AS compared to other competitive solutions.  The more creativity needed from partner, the better for Element Logic, 

asuming that we have and continue to develop our comparative advantage vs other AS partners. 

Actual comparative advantage might differ from 

country to country. Sharing and developing 

knowledge, team-work (cross country, function etc)

2.3 Height

The closer to "best 

fit" height for 

AutoStore, the 

better. (~7,5 m)

Gradually loosing 

competitive edge 

(space utilization) 

from 8-9m and 

upwards. 

3

Theoretical height possbilities vs. Best fit: AutoStore can in theory be buildt in several levels, but not proven in pratice. 

We can/have executed installations on mezzanines (also full height), but more difficult ROI because of high investment 

for mezzanine needed.  Fire protection measures increases where the height above AutoStore is hig (e.g req of false 

sealing). The higher net height - and thus not utilized space by AutoStore, we loose competitive edge on storage space. 

Other solutions like Shuttles waste space on aisles and in between totes (beams + space), and perhaps need 12-16 

meters before they catch up on AutoStores space utilization (project specific). Also newer cubic solutions, like Power 

Cube (Jungheinrich) can store up to 12 m (enabling space 8-12 m compared to AutoStore).

2.4 Warehouse space
Space utilization is 

important

Space utilization is 

not considered 

important

2 The more important space utilization is, the more sweetspot for AutoStore. 

often experienced that for some reason it is stated that space 

is not that important. E.g CFO not willing to include as saving. 

Not lacking space now or the next years. Regardless. Space 

should have some value. 

Vurdere konsept MFC

3 AS characteristics / technical limitations 3,4 Serve to distinguish segments prior to purchase

3.1 Share of SKUs fit physically for AutoStore >80% <50% 5 Degree of SKUs fit physically. Depends of course of the Business Case.

3.2 Degree of automation (order lines) in AutoStore >80% <50% 4

Degree of order lines fit for AutoStore. Even though it physically fit, it is not necessarily so that all lines are best fit for 

AutoStore. If e.g competing technology (e.g full carton picking - that Shuttles are suited for), other technology is better 

(e.g A-frame for high frequent SKUs). Depends also on the Business Case. 

3.3 Scalability (how to develop further) Growing business Limited growth 4
AS simple to extend – do not need to invest in 5 year capacity needs. Can expand AS in line with company growth / 

development. Reduce risk for customer in investment. Differences between 3PL, ecommerce (high) vs. Industrials (low)

3.3 Velocity ratio bins per robot/h =>25 bins per robot/h <20 bins per robot/h 3

Ratio rule of thumb:

Depending of solution design, simulation will provide an efficincy per robot = ratio per robot. A rule of thumb is that 

each robot typically will present 25 bins/h. In cases where e.g the SKU ABC structure is "difficult" (Like 80/50), implies 

more digging for bins, in which require (bins in height, size) and. Also for  EL avg. 1 robot/1000 bins (equals roughly 60 

cells / robot); 30+ Industrials, 3PL; Ratio between robots and bin causes density issues (<25 cells/robot) e.g.  eGrocery 

with few bin and high turnover difficult ABC, cross-docking requirements. An important topic is also the SKU width 

(assortment) and SKU depth                     

A typical average site would have 1 robot per 1000 bins, equal to approx 60 cells/stacks of bins per robot.                                                                                                                                                    

A design criteria/warning appears if 1 robot has less than 25 cells/stacks of bins per robot , meanin approx 3 robots per 

1000 bins. Mitigations could be less bins in height. More streets/highway. However in general. The less efficiency per 

robot, the higher CapEX and Opex per transaction, and we loose competitive edge. Typically stronger tech as Shuttle will 

benefit (because not stacking of bins/ all locations available) to a certain degree. AutoStore has a limitation for how 

many robots actually can fit to a grid surface (Density issue).

Industrials, 3PL eGrocery?

3.4 Throughput (Bin.pres/port/hour) <250 >650 2
Sweetspot 100-200; challenging for 2-400; <100 can do; >650 is too complex, Total throughput should be considered. ADD 

MORE INFO HERE

More than 650 is rather theory than practice – 

convince customer this is not necessary (e.g. because 

xyz). Never going to reach 650 if not omnichannel

E-Commerce, eGrocery; Industrials 3PL Pharma

3.5 Throughput AutoStore (Bin pres./hour) 200-3000 >5 000 1

AutoStore considers systems with + 254  robots as "special installation"(NB! Needs update! 500?!) Techincally possible 

to exceed, however from an operational point of view it is recommended to split into several grids - mainly due to 

throughput impact of a stop situation. 

3.6 Bin capacity AutoStore 5 000 - 200 000 >500 000 5

Below 5k often more difficult Business case - VLMs + PIO is potential competitors. AutoStore considers grid sizes + 1 000 

000 Bins as "special installation". Techincally possible to exceed, however from an operational point of view it is 

recommended to split into several grids - mainly due to throughput impact of a stop situation. 

4 Scope of supply   3,3

4.1 Approved Scope of Supply (White list by D&C)
Approved part of our 

portfolio
Not covered by our portfolio as is

Is the scope of supply in line with the present approved?! Techology (HW+SW), Supplier, Entity

4.3 Process Pick & Pack

Complex 

requirements e.g 

Pick & Pass / 

Requiring scope that 

is not part of our 

offering, e.g WMS. 

4

Pick & pack: Improvement of 

process/solutions/offering. I dag leverer vi "Kun" AS 

Standard. Konkurrenter har andre løsninger. Putwall. 

Put to light. Andre porter/løsninger

4.5 Conveying, packaging, and sorting
Straight forward C1-

solutions

High complexity 

solutions
3 Need partner if more complex

5.1  AS-share of investment >70%

<50%

5
Too low AS share of investment often imply more complex projects EL is less equipped to do (and competitors currently 

have better competence in the area). Should focus efforts on projects we are more likely to win

Solution offering. Concepts. HW & SW.Organization. 

Differensiate entities. Preffered (Approved) sub-

suppliers. Contractual back-to-back. FULL GF E-commerce Production? Pharma, omnichannel

5.4 Project category B and C1 projects
High complexity 

solutions
5 A-project not sweetspot because of competitive landscape . Price is

5.5 EL SW suite compliancy (Sutha)

All needs covered by 

standard EL SW suite 

offering - TODAY

Customizations 

needed
5

What needs are covered by EL SW suite (eManager + eController) must be solved on general level – not stand-alone 

cases (and if customizations are done, we do not have capacity to improve the standard SW)

Convince the customer about the benefits of standard. Low 

risk all over. How you sell it. 

Product manager. Local knowledge and experiecne. 

Detect. Align. Sign off. If not local - group support. 

(e.g fredrik support Spain)

5 EL sweetspot 4,3 Doesn’t serve to distinguish segments prior to purchase; more within/post-purchase

5.1 Country specific capabilites

Capability match with 

requirements for 

scope of supply

1 Capabilites throughout the local organization; Recourses, Risk, Strategy We want to penetrate new market / segment

5.2 EL has a good track-record

"Top active 

references" in 

segment

3 Reference cases in the segment or country before (simpler to win) We want to penetrate new market / segment

Delivery Sweetspot (Vibeke Sitter)
Global vs local 

capabilities

Aftermarket Sweetspot (Kim Englund)
Global vs local 

capabilities

Terms & Conditions

Element Logic 

terms&conditions 

(standard contract)

Customer specific 

contract template / 

Non-acceptable 

terms & conditions

What is contract standard. What are the boundries. 

IT (Tommy)

EFG

Company (Ann-Katrin)

Overall rating Low/Med/High

1 Company profile 3,6

2 Building 3,7

3 AS characteristics / technical limitations 3,4

4 Goods flow 3,3

5 EL sweetspot 4,3

What to consider in the overall assessment

Complexity

Risk

Not sure if different among segments

Could serve as distinguishing factor

# Characteristics Degree of importance High (5) High-medium (4) Medium (3) Medium-low (2) Low (1)

Customer evaluation 

(score from 1-5, where 5 is a great fit 

and 1 is a low fit)

Description: What to consider to determine a high/low fit and background on characteristic Tip
Mitigating actions to potentially move low-fit 

customer to higher-fit
High segment fit Medium segment fit Low segment fit

1 Company profile 3,6

1.1 Size / Revenue

SMBs where we can 

utilize "Soft 

enablers"

Companies that has 

very high demands 

A-Z (typically large), 

more difficult to 

comply with all 

terms + utilize Soft 

enablers

5

Small companies:

Might not have the properties/revenue/volumes for a good Business Case. What that lowest critical level would be (e.g 

revenue), would highly differ. We should not underestimate the value of creating the relations with small companies. 

E.g in eCom we have numerous examples where we have established a relationship in a very premature phase, but as 

the company has grown – and we have followed – we are in the best position at that point the business case enables an 

investment. Some companies have surely invested purely on strategy to grow, with us/AutoStore to enable that, even 

though the “numbers” does not necessarily qualify. SMBs are often more agile when it comes to decision making. E.g in 

eCom, we are often facing a founder of the company, willing to take risk and investment, eager to grow. Shorter 

decision-pathways. Also often, we have experienced that SMBs goes under the radar of our competitors. Even though 

we also are facing more competition on such cases (increased general competition, including PIO from AutoStore) 

typically the probability of achieving a better relation/position/PDRX is higher for such companies. 

Larger companies: 

Typically having more properties to easier make up a good Business case, often has more bureaucracy, longer and more 

complex decision-processes, higher competition, higher requirements (scope, commercial, legal), potentially then 

more risk and less margins. On the contrary, large companies might as well fit our sweetspot in total, represent more 

potential, e.g Group Key Accont material.

Get to know the company/opportunity as a whole, not only 

"project scope". Think strategy. Organization. Deciscion 

makers etc. Think that many "garage"-companies (typically 

eCom) are your future AS-customer.

We do have some improvement gaps to be even 

more “professional” from A-Z and developing our 

offering (sweetspot) – not only offering/solution, but 

as a company (IT, governance, documentation., E2E 

etc.) How to compete vs PIO?! (Separate strategic 

initiative)

1.2 Growth expectation (Scalability)

Growth companies 

are typically perfect 

matching our offering 

- and at the same 

time especially 

attractive

Less attractive, but 

not a showstopper 

(more a question of 

priority)

5

Growth companies:

The more growth companies expect, typically the more value AutoStore System USPs of flexibility, scalability will be 

worth compared to other technologies will have. Also, we can expect more recurring business for such companies, as 

they would be in need for extentions according to growth. Low  growth does NOT mean that the company is not fit or 

interesting, but rather to identify the future potential. High  growth could also potentially be a challenge if the 

throughput requirements exceed AutoStore capabilites or Element Logic offering.

Of extremely high importance & value. Should thus have 

focus and priority accordingly. 

Increased focus in local market segmentation, e.g 

Identify "garage e-com" early. Plant the seeds early 

and nurture. Focus. Priority. Knowledge - too much 

variation and local differences today.

eCom Large part of our track 

record. A lot of customer success-

stories, and high level of 

competance in the company

1.3 Relation to decision makers

Direct 

contact/realtion with 

deciscion makers

Unclear deciscion 

process or we are far 

away from deciscion 

makers

4

Close to decision maker:

The closer we are to the decision makers, the more ability we have to  to strenghten our position, not only for the 

offering, but use of "soft enablers" 

Far away from decision maker:

The further away we are from the deciscion maker, the more difficult it is to utilize our "soft enablers" capabilites. 

Typically RFQs creates more distance (Filter)  vs the deciscion makers.

Make sure you have know who makes the decisions, and 

consider how you can impact. 

RFQ typically increases the distance to the deciscion 

makers, often with consultants as intermediate 

facilitators (filter). EL needs to improve in RFQ proces

Examples segmentsExample customer characteristics to determine fit

Not sure if different among segments

Collective

knowledge
Specific metrics with ratings, description, hints and topics to consider
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Topics, Contributors and Identifiers

Theme

Identifier

Metrics

(only 

selection)

Company profile

• Growth expectation 

(NOK, quanty)

• Competition & Buying 

process

• Ease of doing business

Size (FTE / warehouse, 

total)

Growth (absolute, relative)

Relations to decision 

maker

Financials

Buying process & 

Competition

Building

• Square meter use

• Expansion possibilities

Cubic meters

Height

Flexibility

AutoStore

• Item stock value

• SKU fit for AS

• Orderlines / hour

• Throughput / hour

Item stock value

SKU fit for AS & sizes

Orderlines / hour

Throughput AS / hour

Bin capacity

Scope of supply

• Current warehouse 

process

• Current automation 

degree

• Required automation 

level

Current automation degree

Required automation level

AS share of investment

EL capabilities

Country

Aftermarket

Software

IT

Other (Process, ESG,…)

Revenue Squaremeter & usage Brownfield / Greenfield
Current warehouse 

process
Track record

Contribut

or

• Size • Height • Brownfield / Greenfield

• SKU size

• Picking process

Picking process
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Toolbox – example topics
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Sweet Spot Customer – Main Guidance

Company Profile

The Company is in a segment where EL has a good track record and "Top active references" 

It is a SMB with growth expectations, culture and principles matching with Element, and are 

both willing/ capable of investing. 

Buying process

We are first to approach the Company, have high impact on the process, and are in direct 

dialogue with decision makers. The competitive landscape is low and non-RFQ.

Building

The flexibility of AS can be used to utilize the building optimally (BF/GF/Size/height)

and space utilization is important for the Company
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Sweet Spot Customer – Main Guidance

Scope of supply

▪ Scope is covered by proven/standard/signed off offering

▪ Project category B (AutoStore+eManager) + C1-solutions (Low complex integrated 

solutions) 

▪ AutoStore share of investment is >70%

▪ >80% share of products & order lines is fit for AutoStore 

▪ Pick & Pack process

AutoStore (Tech. Sweet Spot)

▪ Throughput from AutoStore between 200-3000 bin pres/h 

▪ Throughput from AutoStore operator ports <250/h / Carousel ports

▪ Velocity ratio bins per robot is =>25 bins per robot/h 
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Appendix: What have we done so far..

BRAINSTORM
1. Listed 52 ways to identify customers 
and projects

2. Based on expertise, defined the high 
level sweetspot for each.

ANALYZE AND SCORE

3. Defined if it truly identifies the 
customer or project helps to identify a 
customer/project. 

4. Discussed if we can identify the 
variable, and how.

5. Scored each variable on importance.
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DECISION
6. Defined the 6 variables that seem 
most important and interesting

CLUSTER

7. Grouped all variables to see how 
they interact with each other

Appendix: What have we done so far..
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Experience…

…gut feeling…

…market knowledge…

So far, this has worked

well, but this is not 

enough given

competition, growth…

Long-term aim

Collective insight
Guidance

Value Creation

Training

Clarity across EL

Segmentation

Success metrics

Good to know

Sweetspot

Our process

Today Workstream & Follow-

Up

Future

Appendix: What have we done so far..


